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Zines, Punk Rock, and Empowerment
I can’t quite recall the exact moment when I fell in love with zines. It was less of an
“aha” moment than it was a gradual process, but before I knew it, I was already in too deep. I
first encountered zines through my interest in punk rock, particularly that of the feminist
variety. Though I have played guitar since the age of ten, it wasn’t until I was fifteen that I first
started to seriously listen to music created by other women musicians. Over the course of my
freshman year of high school, as I delved deeper into the histories of women in rock and roll, I
encountered books about the Riot Grrrl movement of the early 1990s. Spearheaded by
musicians like Kathleen Hanna of Bikini Kill and Alison Wolfe of Bratmobile, Riot Grrrl
advocated a doctrine of punk rock feminism that emphasized selfexpression and solidarity
with other women. And inextricably linked to this form of creative selfempowerment was not
only musicmaking, but zinemaking.
Zines are smallscale and typically homemade magazines that are created and
distributed with the intent of giving one’s ideas and work a platform outside of traditional
routes of media distribution. They are typically photocopied by hand and champion a
DoItYourself (DIY) aesthetic and mode of production. Their ability to sidestep conventional
chains of distribution allows for a diverse set of perspectives to be read and heard, which is
why they became such an important medium for groups of people who have historically been
silenced and marginalized, such as gender and sexual minorities, people of color, and people
with mental and/or physical disabilities. Zines also have a close history with alternative art and
music movements; some of the earliest zines were selfpublished “little magazines” made by
French artists associated with the Dada movement in the early 1900s, and fanzines of all
sorts are closely tied with the Punk explosion of the late 1970s and beyond. Though internet
platforms like Tumblr and Twitter have largely superseded zines as the primary medium for
radical and alternative communities to communicate their ideas with one another and the
world at large, zines themselves still have numerous advantages over the internet, primarily
that of their physicality. It’s immensely satisfying to be able to hold and flip through a zine that
I’ve bought or made in a way that a blog could never hope to be, and they can also be
fantastic means of serendipitously stumbling upon new things I wouldn’t have found
otherwise.
The first zine that I consciously remember buying was the March 2010 issue of the
longrunning punk zine 
Maximumrocknroll 
in my freshman year of high school. This zine
helped introduce me to a musical underground that I erroneously assumed had died out with
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the waning of the Riot Grrrl movement in the mid1990s, but was happily still very much alive
and kicking. Throughout high school, I acquired zines through events like the Brooklyn Zine
Fest and bookstores like New York’s Printed Matter, and made plenty of my own as well. I
mailed minizines of miscellaneous photocopied ephemera to internet penpals across the
country, and in the Spring of my Senior year of high school, I embarked on my first largescale
zine project–
2017zine
, a print zine that consisted of poetry, prose, and visual art of all kinds
created by future members of UChicago’s class of 2017, whom I had met and interacted with
through the Class of 2017’s Facebook group. Since moving to Chicago, my zine collection
has ballooned in size through frequent expeditions to local bookstores like Quimby’s and
events like the Chicago Zine Fest, and through meeting and trading with other artists and
zinemakers. I have also made many zines since matriculating to the University of Chicago–I
am presently in charge of coordinating the zine for WHPK, UChicago’s community radio
station, and have also made some personal zines, one of which is now sold at Quimby’s.
Though my initial introduction to zines was through music, my involvement with zine
collecting and creating has expanded far beyond that. The zines in my collection cover more
general themes like gender politics and disability issues, as well as more arcane topics like
secret societies, the history of the Nez Perce Indians, and poetry based on Sonic Youth
albums, amongst many others. From here on out, I only see my zine collection increasing in
size and scope, both through zines that I’ve bought and zines that I’ve made. I am currently
working on the fourth issue of the WHPK zine, as well as the second part of a personal zine
titled 
IMPULSE/CONTROL/DISORDER; 
I am also eagerly awaiting this year’s Chicago Zine
Fest, which is to take place in May.
What I love most about zines is their highly democratic nature. Zines have a relatively
low barrier to entry–all you really need to make a zine is some paper, scissors, tape, access
to a photocopier, and a few good ideas. As such, I am not merely a zine collector; rather, for
me, zine collecting and zine making are a twoway street. Not only do I buy zines at zine
festivals and local bookstores, but I make my own to trade and sell. Over the past few years, I
have been fortunate to learn about many bands, artists, stories and ideas, and to connect with
many people through projects like 
2017zine 
and the WHPK zine that I likely wouldn’t have
encountered otherwise. The nature of the medium has allowed me to not just collect zines,
but to be an active creator as well, and the agency and empowerment that is facilitated by
selfpublishing is what drew me to them in the first place, and what has kept me collecting and
making them ever since.
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